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Short description of the course
The course is designed for MA students who are interested in contemporary visual culture as it appears in and impacts our everyday lives. No prior 
knowledge of the subject is a prerequisite. The first half of the semester will focus on the discipline of visual culture, including its brief history, 
subjects and different approaches to studying it and visual communication. The second half will give way to exploring certain contemporary 
problematics of visual communication in more detail through case studies. We will inquire about the political nature of images through the analysis of 
right-wing populist political imagery used by various European leaders (e.g., League party-Italy, Fidesz-Hungary). We will examine the temporal 
and spatial aspects of changes in pictorial signs through the visual traces of the political in urban space and the imaginations and imagery of these 
through the example of Budapest. Factors which possibly determine the reception of the visual are examined in the light of mediatised images 
of the Russian-Ukrainian war. We will analyse how the media visualises environmental problems and different actors in relation to these through 
examining news media imagery from movements such as Extinction Rebellion, Fridays for Future and the farmers protests in 2024 across Europe. 
Finally, we briefly review the extent to which the mechanisms of artificial intelligence and deep-learning related to visuality are analogous to human 
cognition. Possible theoretical approaches to visual culture and the problems it addresses will be explored through contemporary examples mostly 
from the European context and in line with the CHARM-EU program’s focal points and the increasingly pressing ecological crisis the course 
emphasizes the importance of visual environmental communication.

Full description of the course

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P7Xzi1AzONq2ZV6MsECSB8LeDS52Znzi57JKW5IP9so/edit?usp=sharing

Learning outcomes

At the end of the course, the learner will be able to analyse artefacts and everyday appearances of visual culture by using tools and methods of the 
discipline of visual culture consciously in order to gain a deeper understanding of our contemporary symbolic and material reality. Also students will be 
able to take into account the political, social and environmental context of contemporary visual culture as factors influencing representational regimes.

Additional information

Course
requirements
none

Language of
instruction
English

Start date of
course:

Time zone
CET (Spain, France, Germany, Netherlands, Hungary, Norway)

Mode of delivery:
hybrid (students of the CHARM partners join online, local students on campus)

Planned educational activities and teaching methods
seminars, group works, presentations, debates



10/09/2024

End date of
course:
10/12/2024

Contact hours
per week for
the student:
1,5 (one 90
minute
session/week)

Specific
regular
weekly
teaching
day/time
Tuesdays
8:30-10:00

Learning Management System
canvas

Assessment methods
presentation and class activity

Certification
Transcript of records
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Creativity. MIT Press. Peraica, A. (2017). Histories of self-observation. In A. Peraica. Culture of the Selfie. Self-Representation in Co
Visual Culture (Vol. 24, pp 18-31). Institute of Network Cultures. Salah, A. A. A. (2021). AI Bugs and Failures: How and Why to Ren
Algorithms More Human?. In Verdegem, P. (Ed.). AI for Everyone? (pp 207-231). University of Westminster Press Smith, M. (2009)
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Strike of the eye. Through the crosshairs: War, visual culture, and the weaponized gaze(pp 1-23). Rutgers University Press.

Number of places available for CHARM students
5

Other relevant information

All information about the course, including a preliminary syllabus with weekly details of the
curriculum is available
here:https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P7Xzi1AzONq2ZV6MsECSB8LeDS52Znzi57JKW5IP9so/edit?
usp=sharing
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